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World Kid Lit Reviews Template

Please submit your reviews for World Kid Lit using this template. Ideally, your post will cover 3 - 5
recent children’s books, focusing on a theme. This could be a region, a language, an age group or some
other topic that links several books together.

Our emphasis is on books in translation (but if there are books in English from an African, Asian, or
Caribbean country we’d welcome hearing about them, too).

To make your book selections, please browse our list of recent and forthcoming publications. You can
usually find an email address on the publisher's website to ask for a review copy or we may already
have a copy. For inspiration, please take a look at this wonderful post by Paula Holmes all about World
Kid *Cat* Lit

Please include images of the book covers and your headshot as jpeg attachments to your email (we’ll
add them to the blog page). Please return this completed form to worldkidlitblog@gmail.com

TEMPLATE

Title for your post:

Intro: Your chosen topic (this could be regional, by language, or by a common theme). Why have you
chosen this theme? (max 200 words)

Books: (We’d like you to bring this section in under 750 words, split between your book
recommendations)

Title Please link to the publisher’s page
Written by
Illustrated by
Translated by
Translated from Language*
Published by

Short review:

http://www.worldkidlit.wordpress.com
https://worldkidlit.org/annual-translation-lists/
https://worldkidlit.wordpress.com/2022/09/19/world-kid-cat-lit/
https://worldkidlit.wordpress.com/2022/09/19/world-kid-cat-lit/
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*In the review, please mention which country the book was originally published in, or where the
author is from, if the language does not make this obvious i.e. Spain vs Argentina vs Mexico.

About [insert your name]
Please tell us about yourself, but rather than a standard bio, we’d like you to include some fun facts
about you and your work. (Max 200 words):

http://www.worldkidlit.wordpress.com

